Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 English Lesson 2
LO: To organise ideas into sections

Look carefully at the next page from the book.
This author is Australian. In Australia, the original brown-skinned people are known as
Aborigines. This flag is a symbol of Aboriginal freedom, as there has been a lot of unfair
treatment of these people in history.
Things have changed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at the graffiti in the yard opposite- what are the people there doing?
Look at what is around the window inside the house.
Why do you think there is a person on the roof opposite?
What are the different people on the street all doing?
How have the gardens changed?
What do you think Tracy is doing?
What has happened to the shop on the corner, opposite?
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Belonging by Jeannie Baker
You need to look at the activities and choose which is best for you.
Red hot is for people who want extra challenge.
Spicy is suitable for most.
Mild is good for children who need to build confidence, or have no one to help.

Red Hot
When you organise your ideas into chunks based on a theme, you know we call
these sections paragraphs. If you need to remind
yourself, look again at the clip:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/z9n73k7
Task
You are going to turn your plan from yesterday into paragraphs. Each idea needs to be
expanded into sentences, with all the writing features you know how to include to make it
interesting. Do not number each paragraph or write headings.
Example:
The family

•
•
•
•

The garden
The town

•
•

Story follows events in the timeline of new family
The reader watches stages in the child’s life as she grows
They seem like a nice family who are happy together
The family have moved into an ugly area but are trying to make it
nicer bit by bit
Put bullet point ideas in a list
Put bullet point ideas in a list

This books follows events in the timeline of a new family. It begins with a young couple
who are expecting a baby, and move into a scruffy home. We watch the baby as she grows
and can infer what is happening in each stage of her life. They seem like a nice family who
are happy together but they do not have a lot of money. Their home is old and ugly but
we can see them working hard to make it nicer each year.
Success Criteria
Turn your notes from yesterday into three paragraphs about the book.
Use a variety of punctuation and sentence starters.
Try to think of a logical order for your ideas.
Leave a gap between paragraphs.
Re-read frequently to check your writing makes sense.
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Spicy
When you organise your ideas into sections that belong together, we call these
sections paragraphs.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/z9n73k7
You might want to watch this clip again to remind yourself about
Paragraphs.
Task
Turn your ideas from yesterday into sentences that make sections of writing - paragraphs. Do not
use numbers or headings. Leave a gap between the sections.
Example
The family
The town
The garden

•
•
•
•
•

Two parents and a child
Story shows the child growing up
They seem like a nice family who are happy together
Write 3 ideas about the town
Write 3 ideas about the garden

This book shows you pictures of a family who move into a new house. There are two
parents and a child. You see the baby grow up into a girl. They seem like a nice family who
are happy together even though they seem like they might be quite poor.
Leave a gap and start the next paragraph about the town.
Success Criteria
Turn your notes/ideas into sentences
Include everything you know about correct grammar/punctuation.
Make sure your sentences are clearly grouped in sections with a gap between them.
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Mild
Write 2 or 3 short sentences about each of these things:
Draw a picture for each if you wish.
Example
Tracy growing up

The
changing
town

The changing garden
• It used to be ugly
concrete
•

They built a new fence

•

Grass is growing

There is a garden that used to be ugly concrete. The owners put a
new fence up and started growing nice grass and plants.

Remember you need:
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